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EDITORIAL FEATURES


How Canada’s mines can lead the world Many Canadian-based mining companies have operations in some of the most
dangerous places on earth, so not surprisingly, a lot can go wrong. Their mines can displace indigenous peoples, poison the
local water supply, and their security teams can terrorize the locals. How can this be stopped? This story will look at two
interesting developments that could take us one step closer to ensuring that Canadian mining operations in developing
countries are safe, environmentally sustainable and respect the human rights of locals.



Stepping Up: Meet Canada’s next business leaders This new addition to The Globe’s ongoing “Stepping Up” series will profile
the business leaders of tomorrow. Each surprising and heartwarming story will introduce you to an amazing young Canadian
who is already demonstrating that he or she has the right stuff to take Canadian business to the next level.
*Editorial Features are news and may be subject to change without notice
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Graphic Details

The Exchange

This regular feature
distills complex topics
down to fascinating
infographics and charts
to help make the big
picture a little clearer.

Every issue, award-winning
author Trevor Cole sits
down with a business
leader to talk about
current events, trends and
lessons learned.
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